PROTOCOL FOR DESK-TOP RESEARCH
(LMS/ACCESSIBILITY OF LMS)

I History

1. History of LMS use in each country respectively (all educational levels, business centers)

II Current trends

2. Current trend of LMS use in each country.

III Benefits and challenges in LMS use

4. Actual use of LMS (challenges etc.)
5. Faculty workload while transitioning to LMS.
6. Students perceptions regarding LMS use (if you have info)

IV Learning content

7. Type of Learning Contents uploaded in the LMS
8. Forms of learning content online (text, video, slides…)
9. Online courses provided on your own university.
10. Use of blended learning.

V Interoperability challenges

12. Use of LMS on apps?

VI LMS Accessibility

13. Accessibility of current LMS in use in each country.
14. Accessibility barriers for users with different types of disabilities.

Additional info (if any)

15. Please share any previous studies regarding LMS, perceptions of teachers and students etc.